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With the support of Management and endeavors of EC Club a 

getthe bits of knowledge and comprehend the range of abilities needed by the E

commerceindustry in the midst of this pandemic.

 

About the Speakers: - 

Mr. Ankit Raut. He is an entrepreneur, keynote speaker and digital 

marketing strategist. With a background in digital marketing, his 

career expands over several industries including financial services, 

healthcare, and education. He has worked his way up from an entry

level position to earn his seat as an entrepreneur today. He is 

passionate about helping his clients learn the sales and leadership 

strategies they need to succeed no matter what this marketplace does.Now I Handover 

to this session to Ankit Sir, co-founder of

Programmatic Marketing 

 

Description:- 

The webinar began with conversation the how E

key toeverything and its significance amidst the pandemic. They discussed the insights 

and desiredskill sets required with the 

concerning howgetting various certification can make us stand out from the crowd. 

Confidence, knowledge,honesty, utilizing the words astutely and being transparent are 

the keys which will assist uswith getting the productive outcome while our job 

interviews. They additionally discussedabout a few successful E

how they got going. Ankit Rout Sir 

job positions.  

Headditionally, disclosed to us how our LinkedIn profile ought to really look like and 

significantkey tips we ought to follow which would lead us to make more connections 

and contact theperfect individuals.
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The speakers are also looking forward to schedule upcoming sessions for 

personality development, to give the gist of the corporate world.The 

Management and EC club also ensured to conduct such sessions for the 

overall development.The speakers were pleased to answer the inquisitive 

personalities and clear doubt which were being asked.The webinar was a 

huge success we became more acquainted with the insights from the 

speakers and cleared questions in regards to the evolving patterns. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

 To reach at the top its okay to grill yourself. Everything starts small 

 Confidence and zeal will open more entryways for you. 

 Send at least 10 requests to recruiters of the job titles related to your 

field. 

 To Read, learn & add more certified courses to your portfolio 

 Be fearless and be calm. 

 Keep on updating your Naukri.com, LinkedIn profiles on daily basis. 

 

 

Thank You! 
 

 

 



 


